
BlackRock UK Income Fund
Why we look for companies with free 
cash flow rather than just a high yield

Currently, investors are grappling with rising inflation, tightening monetary policy, geopolitical
tensions, and ongoing Covid implications. During this time, investors could be looking for
protection from inflation across portfolios and we believe this is a time where UK equity income
strategies may offer refuge. As the highest dividend paying market in the developed world, the UK
offers a dividend yield of 3.8% compared to the 1.5% of the US and the 3.1% of the Eurozone (as
pictured below). Additionally, the UK market has not re-rated the way many other developed
markets have, notably tech-heavy ones, putting it in a relatively better-off position in a rising rate
environment which pressures valuations.

UK Dividends; reassessed and
reset

After a difficult 2020, dividends in the UK
market finished 2021 in significantly better
shape, jumping by 46.1% to £94.1bn on a
headline basis according to the latest
Dividend Monitor from Link Group.
However, we note the record special
dividends payments of £16.9bn which were
three times their normal level1 and are
unlikely to persist. While the UK has faced
dividend cuts in times of market volatility in
the past, notably in 2020, we view the
outlook for ordinary dividends in the UK
market with optimism as the Covid crisis
forced a reassessment of dividend
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payments and a reset to more appropriate levels; allowing for more sustainable payments and
dividend growth going forward.

Our focus on free cash flow

While UK yield may look attractive at the outset, we feel it’s necessary to parse through everything

on offer and select quality businesses. Our philosophy and process for aiming to deliver for our

clients is rooted in selecting companies that demonstrate sustainable free cash flow. Free cash

flow, or remaining cash generation after all other costs and obligations of a company are met,

enables shareholder distributions and growth acceleration. The recent market environment has

created very difficult conditions and we believe that free cash flow gives companies the flexibility

to withstand turbulent times and not only sustain but grow dividends over the long term.

1Source: January 2022, Link Group https://www.linkgroup.eu/insights/publications/uk-dividend-monitor-q4-2021/
MKTGM0722E/S-2290280-1/3
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This information is not intended as a recommendation to invest in any particular 
asset class or strategy or as a promise - or even estimate - of future performance.
Source: BlackRock Investment Institute, November 2020. Data as of 30 
September, 2020.
Notes: Return assumptions are total nominal returns. Sterling return expectations 
for all asset classes are shown in hedged terms, with the exception of regional 
equity markets, Asset return expectations are gross of fees. For a list of indices used, 
visit our Capital Market Assumptions website at blackrock.com/institutions/en-
gb/insights/charts/capital-market-assumptions and click on the information icon 
in the Asset class return and volatility expectations table. Indices are unmanaged 
and used for illustrative purposes only. They are not intended to be indicative of any 
fund or strategy’s performance. It is not possible to invest directly in an index.

Selecting these businesses allowed us to deliver strong dividend protection during the Covid
crisis relative to benchmark and comparable UK Income sector peers; the fund’s peak-to-trough
drawdown was 28% compared with the 44% of the FTSE All Share and 37% average of
comparable peers in the UK Income sector (pictured below). Outside the exception of 2020, the
BlackRock UK Income fund also has a long history of dividend growth.
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Total Return Structure

We designed the BlackRock UK Income Fund with a total return approach to not only capture the
yield opportunity of the UK market but also offer capital and income growth over the long-term
for investors. We combine our stock specific analysis of companies’ capital allocation, pricing
power and durable competitive advantages with a three-part portfolio construction approach
outlined below.

Our three-part framework is based on the capital allocation of companies and divides the
portfolio into three types of investment: Income Generators (c.70%), Growth Companies (c.20%)
and Turnarounds (<10%).

Income Generators is the largest bucket and the core of the portfolio; it consists of companies
generating sustainable free cash flow which is then allocated in a balanced way between
shareholder distributions and investing for growth. These shares are the core component behind
generating the portfolio’s income.

In contrast, Growth Companies tend to offer relatively modest dividends as these companies
prioritise their free cash flow to accelerate growth.

No more than 10% is invested in Turnarounds; these are equities that have fallen out of favour,
for whatever reason, but we believe the stock market has over-reacted and there is a credible
plan to restore value. Turnarounds’ capital allocation is mixed depending on the specific
situation.

Our focus is to identify money-making ideas in all business cycles within our areas of income
generators, growth companies and turnarounds using in-depth fundamental company research
and high conviction stock selection. This philosophy and process have allowed us to deliver 1st
quartile performance2 since strategy inception in 2013 with relatively low volatility.
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Source: BlackRock June 2021, Data from Fidelity, June 2021. UK Income Sector group adjusted by removal of most funds with more than 25% exposure 
to small caps and more than 50% exposure to value holdings to present a comparable universe to BlackRock UK Income Fund.

2Quartile Ranking is the ranking achieved in the relevant Morningstar sector. 1st quartile means ranked in the top 25% of funds in the sector, 31
January 2022.
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Risk Warnings

Capital at risk. The value of investments and the income from them can fall as well as rise and are not
guaranteed. Investors may not get back the amount originally invested.
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of current or future results and should not be the sole factor of
consideration when selecting a product or strategy.
Changes in the rates of exchange between currencies may cause the value of investments to diminish or
increase. Fluctuation may be particularly marked in the case of a higher volatility fund and the value of an
investment may fall suddenly and substantially. Levels and basis of taxation may change from time to time.
Fund Specific Risks
BlackRock UK Income Fund

Smaller Companies Risk: Shares in smaller companies typically trade in less volume and experience Shares
in smaller companies typically trade in less volume and experience greater price variations than larger
companies.
Concentration Risk: Investment risk is concentrated in specific sectors, countries, currencies or companies.
This means the Fund is more sensitive to any localised economic, market, political or regulatory events.
Equities Risk: The value of equities and equity-related securities can be affected by daily stock market
movements. Other influential factors include political, economic news, company earnings and significant
corporate events.
Counterparty Risk: The insolvency of any institutions providing services such as safekeeping of assets or
acting as counterparty to derivatives or other instruments, may expose the Fund to financial loss.
Liquidity Risk: Lower liquidity means there are insufficient buyers or sellers to allow the Fund to sell or buy
investments readily.

Important Information

This material is for distribution to Professional Clients (as defined by the Financial Conduct Authority or
MiFID Rules) only and should not be relied upon by any other persons.
Issued by BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited, authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. Registered office: 12 Throgmorton Avenue, London, EC2N 2DL. Tel: +44 (0)20 7743
3000. Registered in England and Wales No. 2020394. For your protection, telephone calls are usually
recorded. BlackRock is a trading name of BlackRock Investment Management (UK) Limited. Please refer to
the Financial Conduct Authority website for a list of authorised activities conducted by BlackRock.
For Investors in the UK: In the UK this document is directed only at persons who are professional clients or
eligible counterparties for the purposes of the Financial Conduct Authority’s Conduct of Business
Sourcebook. The opportunity to invest in the Fund is only available to such persons in the UK and this
document must not be relied or acted upon by any other persons in the UK.
For existing investors: You have received this document because, according to our records, you are currently
an existing investor within the fund. If you are not an investor in the named fund or you are not the intended
recipient or have received this document in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy the
message in its entirety (whether in electronic or hard copy format), without disclosing its contents to anyone.
Any research in this document has been procured and may have been acted on by BlackRock for its own
purpose. The results of such research are being made available only incidentally. The views expressed do
not constitute investment or any other advice and are subject to change. They do not necessarily reflect the
views of any company in the BlackRock Group or any part thereof and no assurances are made as to their
accuracy.
This document is for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or invitation to anyone to
invest in any BlackRock funds and has not been prepared in connection with any such offer.
© 2022 BlackRock, Inc. All Rights reserved. BLACKROCK, BLACKROCK SOLUTIONS, iSHARES, BUILD
ON BLACKROCK, SO WHAT DO I DO WITH MY MONEY are registered and unregistered trademarks of
BlackRock, Inc. or its subsidiaries in the United States and elsewhere. All other trademarks are those of
their respective owners.
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